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the new motogp™ world champion has been crowned with plenty of history and results on his side this
season. he's now looking forward to the three-year anniversary of the launch of the motogp™ world

championship in 2012. a year he will never forget. vcu’s data science & decision analytics program provides
all of the necessary programming and data preparation to conduct this analysis. the sustainability research

& outreach group at vcu, led by ph.d. candidate missy hite, will manage the data collection and analysis
process, which can be conducted in a virtual data center during the winter vacation period. visitors to our
test center will enjoy a wide variety of unique and highly-qualified trainers and guest instructors offering

one-on-one or classroom-style trainings and assistance to assist students with career and educational
goals. students who enroll in our test center learn by doing; they get a thorough understanding of the skills

and knowledge necessary for a career in the technical field by working through a series of hands-on
training experiences. we also offer executive training. whether you are looking to improve the overall

professional skills of your team, or you are the organization driving the migration to this new platform, our
training center offers a series of group and personal workshops to meet your business needs. developed by

test riders with extensive experience in the industry. they graduated with a degree in testing, or did not
finish college and decided to test for a living. they have over three years of testing experience on the

world’s top race series and we have over 400,000 miles of experience on our team alone.
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